Bring back Christmas memories?

No 90 Winter
June 2012
Price $5.00

Why not organise your local owners for a
Christmas in July gathering or dinner?

Fred and Gang,
On 18/12/2011 our local club Wimmera Mallee Historical Soc. Inc. Had
its annual Christmas lights run around Horsham and there is no better
way to get into the festive season and have a 360 degree view of the
night lights than cruising in style with my wife in the Messerschmitt.
Whenever it goes out it turns heads and the people love it and so does
the driver.
Cheers Alan Jolly.
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AGM & annual Report
Minutes April meeting of the Micro Car & Scooter Club
Venue - Greyhound social Club, Boardman Ave Yagoona.
Time/Date 8.20PM 20/04/12
Attendees, as Per Attendance book,
Apologies, Phil Martin, Dave Nobbs, Bill Guthrie. Mark
Wilson
Minutes of the previous meeting – read
Accepted John Renshaw 2nd Allen Wall
Business arising from previous minutes – John R advises he
only received 3 responses to his request for ideas for club
outings. Our next official club outing is Wings Over Illawarra – 6 May 2012.
Financial report Feb Balance brought forward $7599.47
Out goings (CMC E C tickets)
$ 240.00
Income
$ 725.00
Balance @ March 31
$8084.47
Results for the financial year
April 2011 to March 2012
Balance brought forward $7827.17
Income
$2135.00
Out goings: Room Hire, $176.00 insurance, $504.50 Mag production/post
$864.20, Eastern Creek tickets $240.00 PO Box $93.00 Balance @ March 31$8047.47 Net
surplus for year $+257.30 Accepted K Wall 2nd J Renshaw
Number of members for this past year
75
Number of club vehicles on conditional rego
42
Correspondence
Fiat Focus April 2012
Blacktown Swap meet; Sunday 1 July 2012 @ Fairfield Showground, Prairiewood; lookers
$3. Gates open 7am
Blacktown Street Parade; Saturday 26 May 2012; 9am-4pm
Colo River Picnic Day; Sunday 22 April 2012
Orange Blossom Festival, Castle Hill; 16 Sept 2012
Riverstone Parade; 12 May 2012. Refer website http://www.blacktown.nsw.gov.au/newsand-events/events-calendar/riverstone-festival.cfm
Forthcoming events
May 6 Wings Over Illawarra, Albion Park
May 12 Rivo Parade
May 20 National Motoring Heritage Day
August 19
Council of Motor Clubs Display Day – SECC
Eastern Creek International Raceway
August 26
All British Display Day; Kings School, Parramatta.
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General BusinessCops and Rodders, Sutherland Shire invite received. Scott S.
Reminiscences of Fred and Allen and the film Babe – Pig in the City
Apè being resold on eBay
SMH Drive of 20 April 2012 featuring Dave Nobbs. Portion of article concerning Dave read
out.
Mention made of TVS TV program showing Sean Voit’s microcar museum collection in
Germany. Note made of the many motoring shows on TVS
Auto-Italia report. Weather brilliant though a small roll-up. Featured marque – Alfa Romeo.
100 years of Bertone. Lots of Fiat 500s.
Desire to have a Christmas in July lunch. Ideas welcome.
Col McFalrland says Lambretta Li150 Series 3 for sale for about $6k
Elections –
All positions declared vacant. Following positions now filled:
President
John Renshaw
Secretary
Douglas Kennedy
Treasurer
Allen Wall
Magazine Editor
Fred Diwell with publisher assistance from John
Renshaw, Allen/ Julie Wall
Publishing/ Distribution
John Renshaw with assistance from Douglas Kennedy
and Allen Wall
Events Co-ordinator
Scott Stevenson with a request for assistance
Conditional Registration Officer/ Inspector Keith Wall
CMC Delegates
Mark Robinson, Peter Luks, Allen Wall
Meeting Closed 9:30pm

Early notice of a Lambretta and other makes scooter ride.
Lammie Drive 2 came about after having finished the previous ride in 2009, which was a 2
week 4700km ride from Sydney to Perth. I was wondering what I could do next. So, in
2013, it is a 3 week, 5200km ride from Cape York, the most northerly point of mainland
Australia, to Wilsons Promontory, the most Southerly Point and just to make it especially
hard, the first 800km are on dirt track, which isn't even open all year around.
We have gathered enough interest from all makes of scooter owners at present about 30 people from Australia, Italy and the United States will be doing the ride.
Check out the web site http://lammiedrive.org.au/intro.html

‘New to the group a warm welcome’
I found your club on the net and am interested in joining please could you send the forms
and details I am also interested in attending any rallies or meets you might have going on in
the future. I have a bond MkC 1953 LHD which I am currently restoring. See page 21 for
photo and details. Tony Methofer. Gilles Plains, South Australia, 5086. 08 8369 3303.
Richard Twentyman from Minto, NSW, has a 1960 LI150 Lambretta in mint condition he
purchased in and imported from Italy.
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Italia Canberra April 15 2012

You know what it’s like! Busy weekend coming up, things need to arrive on time, weather
has to be good and have to leave work on time on the Friday for it all to come together.
Yep, it never was going to happen.
Four hours extra at work, bike needs fuel, car needs fuel, parts arrive from overseas today ,
and I get a phone call during the arvo to let me know my car has a flat , so that’s something
else to fix before I go home. Lovely!
So Saturday morning was busy to say the least. But the weather held out and we arrived in
Canberra with three scooters, around four, missing the ride but consoling ourselves with a
beer. Bill dropped in on us at the Carotel so we could change a jet in his carb, (his or the
Lamby? ED) so it would be good for the next day. Sunday morning and the weather was
perfect. We made our way to the site negotiating around the marathon that was running, and
off loaded the bikes at the site.
Before long Cars, bikes and scooters started arriving from everywhere with a convoy of scooters
coming from nearby Kingston. Bill was smiling and
gave the thumbs up so the carb jetting must have
been ok. With Alfa, a celebrated marque and Bertone a featured, designer there were several interesting vehicles on display. Marques represented were
Fiat, Lancia, Alfa, Lamborghini, Ferrari, Maserati,
De Tomaso, then of course several vehicles wearing
the Arbath Badge.
Two wheelers were represented by Aprilia,
Ducati, Laverda, Moto Guzzi, MV Augusta,
Gilera, Lambretta and Vespa.
The one Citroen may have looked slightly out of
place but it was an SM and was parked with the
Maseratis
Several new vehicles were on display and available depending on your finances or your dreams
or like me, you could at least ask about them.
One vehicle I would have liked to get a better view of was the new Fiat 500 Twinair. I think
it’s nice that Fiat has again produced a small car with a two cylinder engine, and a nice
sound.
Anyway at 2pm the awards were handed out and we
had two people in the club go home with trophies.
Bill Guthrie Won Best Lambretta for his Series 2 and
Sidecar combination.
(Quite popular with the ladies it would seem)
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And Graeme Albon won Best Classic
Vespa with his Vespa SS90
So with the weather still nice some of us
wondered around to look at the winning
vehicles before packing up and heading
home.
Congratulations to the winners and well
done to everyone who attended, I look
forward to seeing more of you there next
year. Al
Photos Steve Keough

28.01.12 Love the number plate light

Bill Guthrie Lambretta and side-car

Would the Stig own one of these?

Let’s see how clever
our Anoraks members
are.
Who can identify the
vehicle bottom right
The footpath pedestrians appear to
hand corner? Do you be watching something and Le
think it’s motorised? Gendarme is smiling.
Photo taken in France
1940’s - 50’s
55

home made Micro

A Bartsch 3wheeler 2009

Hi Fred and the gang.
Just received latest News letter. Well
done, I assume no need (or time) for
my “proofreading offer?” (That’s
right! Ed)
As it happens, I’ve been in hospital,
after doing a reverse somersault on
my bum down the back steps, resulting in a massive spinal haematoma
and the need for a spinal drainage op,
such fun!
While we were at Burrill Lake, I was
asked to display my Isetta at Nowra
Show. Unfortunately, it was washed
out, so we decided to bring it back to
Sydney and join the Australia Day/
NRMA display. Would you believe it,
we came back through such dreadful
rain and wind that the Isetta became
saturated, soaking the wiring and
some how, cracking the metal
A Swiss Mini“dashboard”. Rewiring and a new
City 3-wheeler
dash needed.
Amazingly, David Nobbs had a new
Isetta dashboard and, with help from my brilliant local auto-electrician, the yellow egg is redashed, re– wired and ‘on the road again.
Indeed, on Monday evening this week, I took it to Concord Golf Club, as guest speaker at
Concord Rotary Club, where I spike about Micro-cars. There was much interest, and a Rotarian told me his wife’s sister had a Messerschmitt in the 1960’s which created some controversy, as she worked at Stack and Co, the GMH dealers and the little ‘Schmitt was surrounded each day by Holdens! (I asked the chap to seek out a photo, for you, if he can.)
Attached photos may be of some use or interest and I hope to get to the next club meeting,
even though it’s at *@^ #%
Yagoona.
Glad your trip went well and you're
back safe ‘n’ sound.
Best wishes
Graham Sims.

A Bartsch 3-wheeler C 20000
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If it weren’t for stress,
I’d have no energy at all

Fred’s Ramblings
Yes I've been away again!
Anything better than going away for a holiday? Not going away for one!
Every time I ask someone about their plans their reply seems to be, “I’m staying home this
year.” I believe this is called having a stay-cation and it has become wildly popular.
I‘m certain this is due to the fact that a stay-cation means you don’t have to pack. High five
to that. Because in most households, packing is a source of considerable tension.
Ever since the first suitcase was invented by some cave dude who needed to transport half a
mammoth to a mate's barbecue, men have been moaning that women don't know how to
pack. Or rather, women don’t know how to pack light.
Yes, we know, and what’s your point? Now that bags have wheels. There really is no downside to packing heavily and yet we men still complain about it!
You should have seen the warehousing, dockside full of cases of all shapes, sizes and colours at both ends of the QM2 cruise.
It appears women think outfits: ‘I’m going to this occasion, and this is what it should look
like.’ they think about it a lot. Think about it when sleeping?
It’s easier for men because we pack types of clothing whereas women tend to pack whole
looks, complete with appropriate shoes and underwear.
Gentleman, put simply, you could, say, pack for logistics (weather, etc) Three shirts, two
pairs of pants, a couple of pairs of shoes and a jacket, we’re set.
Whatever you’re doing for a holiday this year, please do it safely and have a wonderful time.
Fred

Strange things you never
knew about microcars!
NSU made several bubble car
prototypes from 1952 to 1954,
with engines from 250cc to
750cc.
The most-licensed car ever
produced was the Fuldamobil,
made in at least seven countries
outside Germany.

Another winter scene this time from Scotland. Ray and Jenny Dilks went on holiday to Scotland, a couple of weeks ago (30.04.12) to take in a micro rally. A great photo of them driving in their Heinkel/Trojan supplied by John Meadows.
Compare the difference with our cover Australian type Christmas.
I know where I would prefer to be, burr! ED
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DKR Scooter range
Defiant, Wolverhampton England
DKR Capella (UK) 1961 photo
Villiers 147cc 2-stroke 6bhp engine, 4-speed gearbox
and 3.50 x 10 wheels. Max speed 54mph/87kph.
Weight 240Lbs /180kg.
DKR’s earlier scooter designs were not universally
appreciate, owing largely to a heavy frontal appearance. In 1960, DKR employed a design specialist to
come up with something more appealing and modern
- the Capella - a giant leap forward in style, and a
breath of fresh air which made even the bestselling
Lambrettas of the day seem old-fashioned. There’s
more to a scooter than just style, however, and the
Capella had only moderately successful sales.
Villiers engine variants were 175cc, 200cc kick-or
electric start.
DKR Defiant (UK) 1959
Villiers 197cc 2-stroke 8.4bhp engine, 4-speed gearbox and 3.50x 10 wheels. Max speed 59mph/95kph,
weight 308Lb/140kg.
A common body-shell was used for the 1957 Pegasus, the electric start Defiant, and 250cc Manx.
On the latter model, wider side panels were used to
accommodate the larger twin, fan-cooled engine. The
fuel tank was situated within the front nose above the
front wheel, helping with weight distribution and
balance. The electric dynastart was powered by small
batteries which was often a problem on short journeys. The last examples were made in 1960.

Scooter shopping bag available
from the reject shop $4.00

BREAKING NEWS:
Tuesday, July 31, 2007
Bad Ass Scooter Chick Causes Airplane Crash on Roadway!
Olympia, WA - A yellow 57 de Havilland plane with an
'RCAF' identification on its side crashed on Steamboat Island
Road shortly before 2:30 p.m. today. Witnesses say they noticed the pilot pointing and laughing at a scooter on the road.
The pilot then lost control and went down about 100 yards in
front of the poor shaken Scooter Chick.
Both the pilot and passenger were treated at the scene and
taken to the Hospital as a precaution.
The Scooter Chick (with now wet pants) was able to scoot on
home, change her pants, and return to the scene to take some
photos.
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Frisky, ‘The Early Years’
John Meadows has recently acquired additional literature that is now on his
web site www.meadowsfrisky.co.uk this is reprinted with his permission.
What happened and why during the early years of the Frisky car has always been a little confused with various degrees of speculation over the years in the motoring press, mostly restating or building upon previous best guesses.
Recently I had the good fortune to be contacted by Raymond Flower who was delighted by
the resurgence of interest in the Frisky and finally put the record straight for me on those
early years.
The following only covers his involvement with the Meadows Frisky car, in itself a small
part of his long and distinguished career, which I intend to cover in more detail at a later
date.
Background
Raymond Flower ran his family's business interests in Egypt, which included The Cairo
Motor Company that held the Nuffield Group contract to import cars into Egypt. An enthusiastic and well known racing driver he initiated several projects, to try to establish an Egyptian built car. Most carried the Phoenix name. They included both domestic and competition
cars. Perhaps the most famous was the Phoenix 2SR6 race car built initially to carry Egypt's
purple racing colours. His good friends Gordon Bedson and Lord Raglan (Fitzroy Somerset)
both made design contributions to this car.
The end was in sight when in 1952 Colonel Nasser came to power. He nationalised the Suez
Canal and, after Britain's unsuccessful invasion of Egypt, expelled all the British residents.
Like them, Raymond Flower and his family lost their homes and their livelihoods along with
everything they owned in Egypt.
Returning to the UK, in 1956 Raymond brought the 2SR6 race car to Kieft in Wolverhampton. At the same time he approached Henry Meadows Ltd Wolverhampton with his original
concept of a small basic car intended for "Third World" countries. However the petrol rationing caused by the Suez conflict
had created a growing demand
for small fuel efficient cars at
home and this market was given
priority and the project upgraded.
The Frisky Project
Meadows were interested and
provided factory space and facilities at their Park Lane Works for
its development. Gordon Bedson,
who had been with Meadows as
Export Sales Manager since he
left Kieft in 1954, was moved
John Meadows firskySport
over to the project and Keith
on display UK 2009
Peckmore, a development engi9

By December 1956 the first prototype was ready and underwent a seven day, 9000 mile,
proving trial at Oulton Park. The car was driven continuously by a team of drivers including
Raymond Flower himself and acquitted itself well. Nicknamed "The Bug" at the factory it
patently required restyling and Gordon Wilkins of the Autocar suggested that they consider
having the body styled in Turin by Michelotti who was then unknown.
The amount of money required to build prototypes and put the vehicle into production was
substantial, and the events in Egypt meant that Raymond no longer had it available. So an
arrangement was reached that he would get a royalty and Meadows would take over the project. A new subsidiary Henry Meadows (Vehicles) Ltd was formed.
Due to be launched at the Geneva Motor show the following March, time was of the essence
and Neville Flower, Raymond's brother was despatched to Alfredo Vignale in Turin. He was
a small coachbuilder with a reputation for producing prototype bodies quickly. Alfredo
called in his designer, a young man in his thirties, called Giovanni Michelotti who then freelanced for most of the Turin coach builders. Over cups of cappuccino in a nearby bar the
Gull Wing design that was to astound the motoring press was created.
Two Gull Wing Friskys went direct from Turin to the launch at the Geneva Motor Show in
March 1957. They were a sensation and motoring journalists queued to drive the second
prototype test car.
Alick Dick MD of Standard Triumph met Raymond Flower on the stand (Cairo Motor Company had distributed their cars in Egypt for many years) and asked to meet the Frisky's designer. This led to a consultancy partnership between Michelotti and Triumph that was to
last many years resulting in many well known cars including the Triumph Herald.
Wolverhampton were inundated with enquiries. Telephone lines were jammed with enquiries, mail arrived by the sack full and visitors arrived to buy cars and seek dealerships. Journalists demanded cars to test. Unfortunately Meadows were not happy at the disruption
caused. It seemed the Frisky team were regarded as "Mavericks" who had jumped the gun
and were now gumming up the works!!
Delightful though the Gull Wing was, the body was just too expensive to build and
Michelotti's design was transformed by Gordon Bedson and his team into a conventional
runabout with a soft top, this being easier (and cheaper?) to build in fibreglass. The dead line
was its proposed launch at the Earls Court show in November.
Henry Meadow’s Vehicles accountants carried out a feasibility study that suggested, on the
basis of 200 cars per week, there would be substantial profits and a good cash flow as the
cars were paid for on delivery whereas suppliers offered three months credit.
Components for 200 cars were put in stock ready for production, but over the next few
months only around 20 were actually made.
The situation did not improve and Adrian Mackay contacted Raymond Flower to say the
directors at Meadows had had a change of policy and were prepared to sell him the controlling interest in Henry Meadows (Vehicles) Ltd, the work in progress, the staff and the lease
of the Frisky part of the factory for a small amount.
Raymond and his brothers agreed to go ahead and so they were back in the driving seat! As
he recalled, Gordon Bedson summed it up saying "At last you have a stake in British industry"
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The Frisky production occupied the original Meadows works where the engines for cars such
as Lagonda, Lea Francis, Fraser Nash, Invicta etc had been made pre-war. Raymond's office
had once been Henry Meadows's own inner sanctum and still reflected a functional efficiency with its steel desk and black armchairs. In contrast Meadows reflected to the activity
on the shop floor outside!
Neville Flower, now a member of the board, was not happy about what had been done to
Michelotti's original design but there was now no option other than to go forward with what
they had inherited.
A new production engineer was taken on to set up a proper assembly line. Gus Stewart took
on the daunting task of organising supplies from over 100 suppliers and the new FriskySport
began to roll off the line ready for delivery.
Cash flow was substantial but capital resources were slender. To avoid going bust, production needed stepping up to 80 cars a week to reach break even point. Stanley Dyer, Raymond's accountant, stressed that time was of the essence. Problems with component supply
and suppliers increasing their prices did not to help the situation.
At that time three wheel vehicles carried a purchase tax of 30 percent, half that of the four
wheel Sport. A saloon with a hard top was cheaper to produce than an expensive folding
hood and a smaller engine would also be cheaper. So it was decided to develop and produce
what became the Frisky Family Three. The FriskySport would be made just for export.
It took Gordon Bedson and his team three months of working round the clock to make this
new Frisky ready in time for the 1958 Earls Court Show. It was well received, being £100
cheaper and yet gave a higher profit margin bringing break even point down to a
more manageable level of 60 cars a week.
Things began to look up; Vickers Armstrong had spare capacity at their Swindon Plant and suggested they could make
the mechanical parts of the Frisky. No
difficulty in producing up to 200 chassis a
week.
At the Earls Court Show, S H Arnolt a
major distributor of British cars in the
States said he would like to handle the
Frisky franchise for the East Coast and he
placed a pilot order for 20 FriskySports.
John Meadows and his FriskySport
(Arnolt was also one of the organisers of
the Indianapolis 500 which probably accounts for a FriskySport being used there as a track run about. This car has since been restored and is now in France))
Whilst still not making money, things were progressing. The first batch of chassis arrived
from Swindon and additional body shells were coming from Armstrong Siddeley in Coventry Things were looking good and then........... the thunderbolt arrived.
The Vickers Board had refused to ratify the agreement to construct Frisky chassis, despite
the fact that their MD had already confirmed the arrangement! There had been a board room
row and the Frisky lost. Time was again of the essence and ruled out litigation; Vickers
agreed to complete the remaining chassis in the course of production.
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Further bad news was on its way. A firm in California had ordered 100 FriskySports. Some
had already been delivered and the rest were on their way. The first batch was giving trouble
and until the fault was rectified they weren't going to pay or accept any more shipments.
Investigations revealed that the fuel in America was dissolving the lining in the petrol tanks
which then clogged up the carburetion. This meant devising new tanks that could withstand
the gas used over there and in the meanwhile there were a number of unpaid for cars landed
in California
A board meeting was called just before the August Bank Holiday break to appraise the situation. Stanley Dyer, the accountant, announced that if a company continued to trade after the
directors were aware it was insolvent, the directors were acting fraudulently and could be
held personally responsible for the firm’s debts. “According to our accounts this company is
technically insolvent having lost all the paid up capital. Unless fresh funds are immediately
forthcoming it must cease trading forthwith.”
There were plenty of assets in the shape of stocks and equipment, orders were coming in and
the cash flow was healthy. Yet none of this counted and as Raymond refused to accept going
into liquidation the other directors resigned immediately, thus leaving, Raymond and Neville
with Gordon Bedson to face the music.
An injection of fresh capital was desperately needed otherwise it looked as if some sixty employees would lose their jobs and all the effort that had gone into setting up the stores, the
now well organised assembly line, all cars under construction and the shells and waiting sub
assemblies would be lost.
Raymond went down to the development bay to take the Frisky Sprint out for a run. When he
got back Gordon and Keith were standing at the drawing board. "What do you make of her?"
Keith asked. “She's a beauty it’s a pity we can't put her into production.”
Gordon Bedson scratched his nose. “Have you thought of Henry Stone?" he asked.
Henry Stone was the London distributor, a dapper, mild spoken businessman in his forties
whose office near Warren Street tube station gave little indication of his manifold activities.
While they lunched at Wiltons and were driven round Regents Park in a chauffeured Armstrong Siddeley they discussed the situation at Wolverhampton. The suggestion was that
Henry Stone would receive a controlling interest in the firm for a fairly nominal sum and
provide the funds to run it. He studied the balance sheets and order book and, lighting a pencil thin panetella he blew a smoke ring out of the window and said “I'll give you my answer
tomorrow.”
He was as good as his word. The answer was yes.
The factory continued working after the holiday break, Meadows had bowed out and Henry
Stone became the new Chairman. Raymond, Neville and Alde Flower remained on the board
as minority shareholders.
Henry Stone, bristling with knowhow made arrangements with his bankers, and wrested extended terms from the suppliers. In his skilful hands, the finances improved and Frisky Cars
was moving forward once again.
Raymond Flower and his brothers eventually withdrew their interest in Frisky Cars following
the ill fated Car for Egypt project. (See A Car For Egypt) Article will be in our next mag Ed
John Meadows April 2012
I am deeply indebted to Raymond Flower for all the information he has provided which has
enabled me to give this account of the Frisky’s early years.
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Reprinted from Fiat Focus magazine

This Fiat information all came from the RTA
site. Anyone want to do follow up detective
work on our microcars and/or scooters?

HEADLINES FROM
THE YEAR 2030
Japan announces that they will no
longer consume whale meat as
whales are now extinct and the
scientific research fleet is unemployed. Australian Government has
told the Japanese that Cane Toads
taste like whale meat.
Australia Post raises price of
stamps to $18 and reduces mail delivery to Wednesdays only.
Australian Tax Office sets lowest
tax rate in decades at 75 percent.
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Whatever happened too?
How many defunct Brits?
A good question. It could be argued that Old Blighty is the home of defunct brands then converting them in to world-famous ex-brands; mainly in that hectic period of ungrowth that
was the 1960s and ‘70s.
If these brands have one thing in common, it’s that most of us never want to see them again.
Think of the horrors: Austin Morris, Rover, Standard, Wolseley … and that’s just a few
from the British Leyland group. Then there’s Hillman, Humber, Singer, Sunbeam and Talbot, which were part of the Rootes Group. This was bought by Chrysler of Europe, then resold as part of a job lot to Peugeot in 1978 for USD1.00
It says something that Peugeot was able to buy a swag of well-known British brands for
$us1 without anyone suggestion it had secured a bargain.
One ex Brit that I’d like to see again is Tourette, if only to write a one -word review:
*$#@+&%^@! It deserves it, too. It was one of those ghastly post-Suez Crisis bubble cars,
ith motive power provided by weather (ideally a following wind), geography (downhills
much preferred) and, to a much smaller extent, a 197cc two-stroke engine.
There were other examples of these chain-driven, econo-cars (including Bond, Reliant, and
Scootercar. Peel and Trojan), many of them better known than the effing Tourette, but no
more deserving of temperate language.
Much earlier, there was a Brit car named ‘One of the Best’. It’s such a perfectly apologetic
English name, only bettered by Not Quite as Bad as You Might Think, which, sadly didn’t
exist.
The One of the Best was built in Tunbridge Wells in 1905 by a manufacturer of jacks. It
failed to be one of the More Successful. Reminds me of another ‘Jack’ manufacturer here in
Australia and their car failures. Not to mention others like Clauzet, (France) Condor
(Germany) David (Spain) Dinarg (Argentina) Stal (Poland) Prvenac (Yugoslavia).
There’s a fair bet that any brand that carries a modicum of goodwill (scratch Rover etc) is
the subject of a resurrection attempt. MG seems to be stumbling along with plans for a full
model range out of China. Alvis hasn’t quite left the building. New owners are planning to
revive production. Riley and Triumph were brands BMW held on to when it ditched the assorted shrapnel that became the Rover Group. Either could one day be re-inflicted upon us!
Austin-Healey, too. A deal has been signed that may see cars with that badge coming out of
the Chinese MG factory.
Jensen has bounced back, but it seems the coroner is at last reporting no further movement.
Allard has yelled out “I’m not dead yet” a couple of times, too, as has AC Cars. AC now
seems to be based in Germany (via the US and Malta) building - you guessed it - Cobras.
Fortunately, Armstrong, Siddeley, Clyno, Berkeley, Panther, Crossley and Jowett aren’t
building anything.
If they start, I think it’s up to all of us to make them stop!
(The writers name has been withheld for security reasons, Ed)
Trash is stuff you throw away.

Stuff is trash you keep
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Nostalgia Corner
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Nostalgia Corner
When it comes to motorcycles, BMW makes
big, powerful, fast and expensive models.
The C1 part motorcycle, part car, 11kw “urban
personal commuter” became the
oddest vehicle to wear the BMW badge.
Unlike the rider of any other two-wheeler, the
C1’s rider is strapped in and protected by a
hoop-shaped roof. The aluminium frame works
like a car safety cell, at least in a front-end
collision with no need for a helmet (in
Europe).
The C1 had a 125cc single-cylinder four stroke
engine with electronic management and a catalytic converter. Top speed, about 100km/h,
weighing in at about 170kg. .Anti skid brakes
and cheap to register and insure in Europe.
BMW Australia said it could sell in Australia
if various registration and cost issues were
over come.
Oddly, Mercedes-Benz also got into the bike/
car act, although with a very different approach. Its effort, admittedly only a research
vehicle, was displayed for the first time at the
Frankfurt motor show 1997.
Bigger and more mechanically sophisticated
than the BMW, the two-seater, three wheeled
F300 Life-Jet looks a bit crook, cornering but
harbours a lot of interesting technology.
The body and wheels lean into corners like a tilt-train with sensors and computers determining the angle. The 1.6 litre engine gives a 0-100 km/h time of 7.7 secs and top speed of 211
km/h.
Mercedes claimed the F300 inclined dynamic wheel geometry gave motorcycle like cornering, the performance of a sports car, the economy of a mini and the comfort and safety of a
sedan.
Mass production, however, didn’t eventuate.

Strange things you never knew about microcars
There have been several attempt to make an enclosed motorbike retaining only two-wheels,
such as the 1952 Rhiando and 1967 Quaser both British.
The 1950 Schwammberger had a single steering rear wheel to which the engine was also
attached.
Ex-Dr Who, John Pertwee, used to drive a Messerschmitt
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A (Two) Stroke of Genius
With a tiny engine, minimal space and a top speed of 60km/h, Australia’s rarest utility was a standout at the Deniliquin Ute Muster,
Each year, at Deniliquin in South Western NSW 7 or 8 thousand Utes gather for the
Ute Muster. Most are heavy duty work horses, many are V8’s and all are their
owner’s pride and joy. Making its first appearance in Sept 2011 was a new star, a
tiny two stroke Ute with a fibreglass body. Of the 8 originally made there are only 3
now known to exist, so the Zeta may in fact be not only Australia’s but the world’s
rarest utility.
Back in 1992, a retired musician named Don Lock from Kyabram in Victoria bought
this magic little vehicle. The manufacturer, Lightburn, whose main claim to fame
was their fibreglass washing machine, built these along with larger numbers of
other body variants in 1964. There was a sedan, a station wagon and a sports
model that completed the line-up of Harold Lightburn’s Zetas.
The locally and hand built Zetas were powered by a Villiers two stroke ( basically
motorcycle ) twin cylinder engine of 324 cc, and no two were exactly the same. In
the early days, many of the Zetas could be seen terrorising the streets of Melbourne
in their unusual colours such as powder blue and pale green Don bought this one
from a farmer in Leongather, Vic who not only delivered it to Don, but also supplied
some useful spares. Whilst bringing it up to a roadworthy condition, Don found he
could eliminate the smoky exhaust problem by reducing the oil to petrol ratio to one
in a hundred. It is not a fast car (needed for Melbourne’s traffic ) getting up to only
60km/h on the flat and a bit faster downhill or with a following tail wind.
Having had a taste of Zeta in this Series II version Don sought out a Series 1, and
also picked up a couple of sedans, the Series l being the one to attend the Ute
Muster.
The Zeta has an interesting shape, but more so, as it is a two stroke, the Zeta can
travel either forward with 4 gears, or backwards with the same 4 gears by switching
off, and turning the ignition key the other way, then starting the engine again, but
this time the motor runs backwards. The fuel gauge consists of a piece of clear
plastic hose, not easy to read when you are on the move.
It is not really appropriate to use it as a regular drive, but its uniqueness makes it
fun to drive and be seen
in, it invariably puts a
smile on the face of
those who see it pass by
(and the odd one who
passes it by).
Information for this article
was sourced from an
article written by Clive
Hopkins of the Sydney
Morning Herald in 2011
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There has been an alarming increase in the number of things I know nothing about!

From Unique
cars Nov /
Dec 08

Road rule ‘catches breath’.
What happened!

Pause for Thought!

What Next!

French drivers,
burdened by a cultural
obligation to show
contempt for road rules
will soon have to carry
breathalysers as well as
the already mandated
reflective jacket, warning triangle and spare
light bulbs

Proponents of DIY breath-testing
say it will help reduce the road
toll in a country known for its
relaxed attitude to drink driving.
Opponents claim it will do little
because the reason French drivers
are among the worst in Europe is
that they use the brakes only if the
horn doesn't work.

Rumour has it the breathalysers will be so finely tuned the
gendarmes, when they check
the reading, will be able to tell
whether the alcohol consumed
was a 2007 vintage Chateau
Hut-Saint-Clair or a rough red
vintage ordinaire. The cheaper
the drop, the higher the fine.

HEADLINES FROM THE YEAR 2030
Ozone created by electric cars now killing millions in
the seventh largest country in the world "Little India"
formerly known as Australia
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Will it be the next big thing?
Tata Motors of India thinks so.
This follow up information complements
our braking story in mag 78 June 2009. It’s
taking a long time to eventuate. Are the oil
companies trying to stop it?
It is an auto engine that runs on air.
That’s right; air not gas or diesel or electric but just the air around us. Take a
look.
Tata Motors of India has scheduled the Air Car to hit Indian streets by August 2012
The Air Car, developed by ex-Formula One engineer Guy N. For Luxembourgbased MDI, uses compressed air to push its engine's pistons and make the car go.
The Air Car, called the "Mini CAT" could cost around 365,757 rupees in India or
$8,177 US.
The Mini CAT which is a simple, light urban car, with a tubular chassis, a body of
fibreglass that is glued not welded and powered by compressed air. A Microprocessor is used to control all electrical functions of the car. One tiny radio transmitter
sends instructions to the lights, turn signals and every other electrical device on the
car, which are not many.
The temperature of the clean air expelled by the exhaust pipe is between 0-15 degrees below zero, which makes it suitable for use by the internal air conditioning
system with no need for gases or loss of power.
There are no keys, just an access card which can be read by the car from your
pocket. According to the designers, it costs less than 50 rupees per 100 KM, that's
about a tenth the cost of a car running on gas. Its mileage is about double that of
the most advanced electric car, a factor which makes it a perfect choice for city motorists. The car has a top speed of 105 KM per hour or 60 mph and would have a
range of around 300 km or 185 miles between refuels. Refilling the car will take
place at adapted gas stations with special air compressors. A fill up will only take
two to three minutes and costs approximately 100 rupees and the car will be ready
to go another 300 kilometres.
This car can also be filled at home with its on board
compressor. It will take 3-4 hours to refill the tank,
but it can be done while you sleep.
Because there is no combustion engine, changing
the 1 litre of vegetable oil is only necessary every
50,000 KM or 30,000 miles. Due to its simplicity,
there is very little maintenance to be done on this
car.
This Air Car almost sounds too good to be true.
We’ll see in August, 2012. (oh, yeah? Ed & GRS)
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Correspondence Received
From our New Zealand scribe 1st Feb 12.
Hiya Twinkle Toes. At least you are not going on endlessly about the great time you had on
board that luxury liner! Whatever you do, forget about taking a job on board a cruise liner
which has an Italian captain, and if you do, take your diving gear along with you!
More than 1,000 cars and all in wonderful Sydney, I would have loved to be there, that is for
sure. Feel free to throw pix onto a CD and send it to me! The Euro exchange rate is now so
bad that I am contemplating taking up a new career as a street busker, singer or dancer on a
cruise liner. It is shocking!
I had a month off work, was on the warpath with some Borgward owners on a huge (for NZ)
rally, the VCC VERO Rally, which saw700 plus cars converge on Wanganui. Our pink
Hansa 1100 Coupé did not make it, due to gearbox troubles, but our two Borgwards performed well. The rally lasted about two weeks and was attended by the Pink Floyd drummer
who was driven around in a 1930s Alfa Romeo, driven by his tall, blonde bra-less wife. I
have got a photo of him, but somehow she managed to dodge my efforts to snuggle up close!
it was not because of my trembling fingers, honest! So, today is my first day back at work, I
got a few CDs with loads of pix from Germany waiting for me, and I have four with 4,000
pix on them which will be mailed today.
Okay, hope you had a good day at the Motorfest and the 'Schmitt performed well. Take care,
Bert.

Begonia Classic Car Rally
A Messerschmitt KR200 from 1960 was one of the many gems at this year’s Vintage and
Classic Car Club Begonia Rally.
The event is now in its 41st year and VCCC president Daryl Crawley said the three-day event
had 260 participants. “We had 129 vehicle entries,” Mr Crawley said. “The oldest car was a
1914 Sunbeam and it ran through to a 1985 Porsche.”
The cars were first displayed at Morshead Park in Sebastopol on Saturday morning. They
were then parked at the University of Ballarat, SMB campus, car park while their owners
took in the historic buildings in Lydiard St.
“The entrants were 50 per-cent local members while the others were from all over Victoria,
with an entrant coming from as far as Casterton,” Mr Crawley said. He said the rally attracted the same numbers as last year. “It’s
just good to catch up with old friends,” he
said.
Yesterday they toured a historic property
in the Waubra/Lexington area for morning
tea.
The visit was followed by trophy presentations at the Waubre Recreation Reserve for
10 categories including President’s choice.
Bill Sandeman’s (club member Ed) 1960
Messerschmitt KR200 won the most popular car in the 1956 to 1965 model category.
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Owners Restorations
We need, your snippets, of information, like these, so we can make this
a regular feature. How about yours,
NOW!
Anthony Methofer Bond MkC 1953
South Australia. 08 8369 3303
Progress on this newly acquired left-hand drive car
is proceeding at lightning pace.
So far - All
brakes,
wheel bearings / linkages reworked, all cables replaced, new
drive chain, hood frame repaired, magneto / ignition
refurbished, lighting switch replaced (spare original)
carb & fuel tap reworked, speedo sent for repair,
wiper motor repaired.
Bodywork - door repaired ready for primer, windscreen frame repaired, some panel work done. Much more to do …….
NSU Prinz, Coffs Harbour.
Fred thanks for your email and club info. It is good to hear
someone else has a Prinz. My own Prinz is not yet on the
road (see attached photo), however with fingers crossed it
should be soon. Do any of the members live up the NSW
Mid North Coast as I live in Coffs Harbour. Graham
Davey. Phone contact is 02 6658 8581 email grahamdavey@iprimus.com.au
BMW Isetta Melbourne.
Another newly imported vehicle.
Ian Marsham said “I recently bought a BMW Isetta and am interested to know if there is a
car club for these cars in Melbourne.” He is also interested to know any information regarding these cars in Australia, such as how many might be here and would be interested in
corresponding with other owners. ian8521@hotmail.com
Things might be bad...But they're better than next year!
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Restoration help
Left Handed Threads.
Left hand threads can be a pain in the ass!
Many years ago a KR200 had the drive gear on the forward chain case shaft come loose. The
woodruff key was broken and the nut had unscrewed itself and fallen off. I managed to remove the broken part of the key and cleaned the shaft and inside of the drive gear. But it was
impossible to get that bloody nut back on the shaft.
My memory said that the drive gear’s nut on the gearbox main shaft had a left-hand thread
and on the chain-case side it was a normal right hand thread. I looked inside the nut and, as
you know, it has a very fine thread so it is not easy to see, but for me it looked like a lefthand tread. But there was a better way to be sure. It was to go inside the garage and have a
look at a loose chain-case shaft and it looked to have a right-hand thread as my memory said.
When I finally put one of my fingernails into the thread and twisted the shaft it confirmed
that it was a normal right-hand thread.
So I tried and tried and tried to get the nut back on again but it was impossible. Finally, I put
the nut on a thread file and twisted it around and I was really confused when I found out that
the nut had a left-hand thread. The solution was that the early chain-case has a right-hand
thread and the two types of latter chain-case shafts have left-hand threads.
As I said, the gear-box main shaft has a left hand-hand thread, but if someone has replaced
the shaft with one from an early 150 or 175cc motorcycle /scooter one it can have a righthand thread. But all those motorcycle shafts can easily be identified because they have a slot
on the shaft for the speedo drive.
By Anders Johnsson, Sweden.
As a foot note Fred has come across several of the KR final drive shafts that have had slots
cut into them as mechanics and/or early owners didn't have the correct holding tools or know
-how. So cut the shaft ends to facilitate getting the left-hand thread nut off.

Martin Sauer from Germany is seeking the diff assy from a Zeta Sports FMR engine.
He went on to say. I understand the situation with the owners of the rare items, it is the same
here and I would do probably the same. But I could offer help with the engine, deliver rare
engine parts in exchange or help with restoring TG engines. So maybe you could write
something that I am looking for a diff to rebuild my spare-engine and would be willing to
exchange parts, help, money? Maybe somebody could help me, we never know. Please do
me a favour and ad this request with my email address in your next magazine.
martinair@gmx.de
Photos of his regular use TG next issue Ed
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For Sales and wanted
Mazda Carol I was planning on joining your club for a long while but sadly seems I have
to sell my beloved car to bolster my business as the storage is just costing me way too much.
Just wondering if you will put an ad up for my 1964 Mazda
600 (carol) PRA? Requires a full ground up restoration but has
virtually all parts required. Car is located on the Central Coast
NSW. Let me know.
Cheers Andrew Peachey. peachey.andrew@gmail.com
We are still waiting for additional information, phone number
and photos. A nice little car worth saving,
Photo from our archives Ed.

Carol. In 1962 appeared the 358cc P360 Carol (20hp at
6,800 rpm) with a maximum speed of 63mph (105km/
h). Two years later came the P600 (586cc, 28hp).

Hello Fred & the gang.
Had a quick look around Ballarat
Swap Meeting on an extremely hot
25/2/2012. One interesting site had
the beast enclosed.
price was $7500 for a very tired and
rusty cute little lost Isetta. Not my
field so do not know much about it.
I hope the pictures work out for
you.
person is Andrew Farmer
0418317374
Alan Jolly and keep your batteries charged.
Hi Everyone
Should have tacked this on to my last email out.
There's a guy at work who has had a hit of the nostalgia bug and would like to get a DKW
Hobby. Seems as this was his first bike if anyone knows of one let us know.
Funny thing nostalgia, must be connected with rose coloured glasses
Cheers Al Wall email as on rear page, (how often to you look there? Ed)
For Sale: - Set of 17 genuine workshop tools for Lambretta C. This is the real thing.
Been in storage for 30 years. $150.00 weighs 10 kg but
can arrange economical freight almost anywhere in Australia. Phone David Nobbs on 0417 139 911 or email
davidnobbs19@hotmail.com or see them at our Castle Hill
workshop.
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
Web site, drive.to/mcsc email microcar@drive.to
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Editor:
Mag Publishing/
Distribution:
Events Co-ordinator:
Events:
Research officer:
Spare parts adviser:
Club plate register
& inspector:
CMC delegates:
Public officer:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 2833, <douglaskennedy@optusnet.com.au>
Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
Fred Diwell, with assistance from John Renshaw, Allen/ Julie Wall
ph/fax 02 4565 0219, e-mail <microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
John Renshaw with assistance from Douglas Kennedy and Allen Wall
Scott Stevenson with a request for assistance
Allen Wall, along with committee collaboration.
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Fred Diwell, contact as above.
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347
Allen Wall, Peter Luks Mark Robinson.
Allen Wall.

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars
and Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the
Greyhound Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting around
7.45 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with
similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Victoria:
Queensland:
Tasmania:
Western Australia
South Australia:
Queensland

Paul Lucas at Mornington,
Terry White at Kelvin Grove
John Barrass at Newstead
Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up
Ian Wilson at Clearview
Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist)

03 5975 7203.
07 3356 5828.
03 6333 0544.
08 9397 6315.
08 8262 3033.
0438 883 201.

Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two
stroke club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in
Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September, and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 20th of the month
prior to publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine
out on time. Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we know who its from.
During correlation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the
editor makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and
accepts no liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates
and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2012 MCSC.
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